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Press Release Summary: New collections of Baby Clothes & Designer 
Children's Clothes Just in Time For Summer  

Press Release Body: Rancho Santa Margarita – CA May 29, 2008 – Sandbox 
Couture, a popular online children's boutique retailer of baby clothes, baby 
gifts and designer children's clothing today announced the arrival of new 
Flowers by Zoe dresses, leggings and skirts accentuating the latest trends 
in little girls' clothes.  

 

Sandbox Couture has been providing Flowers by Zoe for more than two 
years and has been a long standing favorite with customers shopping in the 
2T - 6X range. Many of the new items feature fun designs blending classic 
styles with edgier inspirations such as the adorable "Pink Tattoo" dress 
available in 4T-6. Other hot sellers include the "Chain Link Dress" and the 
"Crown Capped Sleeve Dress".  



“The Flowers by Zoe brand has grown in popularity over the years and we 
are pleased to bring on more items for fashion savvy moms," stated Sam 
Brown, spokesperson for SandboxCouture.com. "Flowers by Zoe is 
renowned for setting the standard in little girls clothes and designer 
children's clothes," Brown concluded.  

 

The vibrant fashions, unique designs and superior quality are not only 
preferred by moms, but little girls love the styles and colors offered by the 
popular brand. Sandbox Couture aims to bring cutting edge clothes as well 
as time honored favorites to market with a solid representation of today's 
most desirable couture clothing brands. SandboxCouture.com scouts the 
fashion world for new and unique baby clothes that are prime for setting 
trends and captivating children and parents equally. For more information on 
the latest trends in baby clothes and children's fashions, please visit 
http://www.sandboxcouture.com.  

About Sandbox Couture 
Sandbox Couture is an online children's boutique retailer, providing 
designer baby clothes, designer children's clothing and unique baby gifts. The 
company takes pride in hand selecting products from top designers, thereby 
ensuring quality and contemporary style. Sandbox Couture’s philanthropic 
contributions and socially conscious business practices are at the forefront of 
the company’s ideals and corporate culture. Founded in 2005, Sandbox 
Couture is privately held and headquartered in Rancho Santa Margarita, CA. 
For information about Sandbox Couture, please visit the company's web 
site at http://www.SandboxCouture.com 
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